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To: Helen Wall
Subject: Your manuscript PAID-D-15-00812R1 has been accepted
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Title: Getting the balance right? A Mismatch in Interaction demands between Target and
Judge Impacts on Judgement Accuracy for Some Traits but not Others
Dear Dr Helen J. Wall,
I am pleased to confirm that your paper "Getting the balance right? A Mismatch in
Interaction demands between Target and Judge Impacts on Judgement Accuracy for Some Traits
but not Others" has been accepted for publication in Personality and Individual
Differences.
Congratulations on the acceptance of your paper for publication in Personality and
Individual Differences.  As you may know, PAID is the official journal of the International
Society for the Study of Individual Differences (ISSID) which was founded by Professor Hans
Eysenck in 1983 to promote this important field of study in psychology and related social
and biological sciences.
We are pleased to invite you to join ISSID, should you not already be a member of our
association.We have every confidence that you will benefit from connecting with its
members, attending the bi-annual conferences, as well as receiving a subscription to PAID. 
The membership fee is quite nominal and the application form can be found at:  
http://issid.org/membership/
You can also learn more about ISSID through our website at http://www.issid.org/ where we
would encourage you to read about the society as well as visit some of the previous
conference sites that have been posted in anticipation of the July 2015 conference to be
held in London, Ontario, Canada.  And of course, you are already familiar with PAID, having
elected to publish your work in our journal.
elected to publish your work in our journal.
We do hope you will accept our invitation to join ISSID and continue to publish your
research in PAID.
Dr.G.MATTHEWS,           Dr.R.ROBERTS,
President                Secretary-Treasurer
Tony Vernon, Ph.D.
Editor in Chief
Your manuscript will now be passed to our production system.
Please note your article may be edited where necessary. When checking against proofs always
use the edited copy which incorporates these edits and not your original copy.
When your paper is published on ScienceDirect, you want to make sure it gets the attention
it deserves. To help you get your message across, Elsevier has developed a new, free
service called AudioSlides: brief, webcast-style presentations that are shown (publicly
available) next to your published article. This format gives you the opportunity to explain
your research in your own words and attract interest. You will receive an invitation email
to create an AudioSlides presentation shortly. For more information and examples, please
visit http://www.elsevier.com/audioslides
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